AMENDMENT TO THE CONVENTION ON PROHIBITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS WHICH MAY BE DEEMED TO BE EXCESSIVELY INJURIOUS OR TO HAVE INDISCRIMINATE EFFECTS

GENEVA, 21 DECEMBER 2001

PROPOSAL OF CORRECTION TO THE AUTHENTIC RUSSIAN TEXT

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, communicates the following:

The attention of the Secretary-General has been drawn to an apparent error in paragraph 6 of the original of the Amendment (authentic Russian text) as circulated by depositary notification C.N.104.2002.TREATIES-1 of 11 February 2002.

The Annex to this notification contains the proposed correction to the authentic Russian text.

In accordance with the established practice, unless there is an objection to effecting this correction from a Contracting State, the Secretary-General proposes to effect the proposed correction in the authentic Russian text of the Amendment.

Any objection should be communicated to the Secretary-General no later than Friday 3 February 2006.

4 January 2006

Attention: Treaty Services of Ministries of Foreign Affairs and of international organizations concerned. Depositary notifications are made available to the Permanent Missions to the United Nations at the following e-mail address: missions@un.int. Such notifications are also available in the United Nations Treaty Collection on the Internet at http://untreaty.un.org.
6. Применение положений настоящей Конвенции и прилагаемых к ней Протоколов к сторонам в конфликте, которые не являются Высокими Договаривающимися Сторонами, принявшими настоящую Конвенцию или прилагаемые к ней Протоколы, ни прямо, ни косвенно не изменяет их юридический статус или юридический статус спорной территории.